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About This Game

Description!
Play your own songs to three different game modes on, newly updated to, eight different maps, or fight the three unlockable

bosses! Play on four different difficulties to get a range of challenge or create your own with the new custom difficulty! Keep
track of your stats and compare them to your friends! Earn all the achievements by playing and getting better at it! Play more
songs on harder difficulties to rank up faster! It is easy to grasp but hard to master! Play any song you want by just dragging

them into a folder! The game reads MP3s, OGGs, and WAVs!

Three Game Modes To Play!
Play "FOLLOW" to follow a line that fluctuates with the song while dodging objects spawning with the beat of the song!
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Play the classic mode "DODGE" and dodge obstacles that spawn with the beat of the song!
Play "FIGHT" to follow the line and kill waves of enemies that spawn with the beat of the song!

Eight Different Maps with Separate Looks and Color Changing Capabilities!
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Three Boss Fights to Unlock!
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Title: Rhythm Rush!
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KFriske Studios
Publisher:
KFriske Studios
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017
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English,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Very nice with friends !. Everyone is right. The voice acting is so bad it is funny. Dracula sounds like the count from sasame
street. The puzzles are varied and have the right gothic feel. Enjoying it in a halloweeny sort of way.. Nice Documentary, About
hackers / scammers.. ow do i hide gaem frum mum?. Fun game with an abundance of unique race styles.. Simple yet beautiful.
11/10. For such a low cost I feel I get much more in worth of entertainment.
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Pros and Cons

Pros:
- Nice Story
- Cool Puzzle
- Immersion
- Free
- You get to kill a dude

Cons:
- A 10 minute game
- Pistol physics are awful
- Puzzle was farely easy

I would pick this up if you havent already, tho the game is short it is worth the experience. I liked this game more than i hated it
because you felt like you were actually an agent whose mission was to investigate Ben Miller.

6/10 - Would reccomend. Edward Hammerfeet. The Uninstaller did infact work correctly..
주어진 애들로 목표 모양을 맞추면 됨
분열, 삭제, 복사하는 애들도 존재함. played this game years ago, was excited to see it on steam but now i cant even play it because theres a
virus hidden in xtrap........ uninstalled and never playing again for the safety of my computer 0/10 do not play unless you dont
care about your computer having viruses that can possibly destroy it. i like this game, its the dark souls of breakout! hard as nails
and with a ton of secret content! pretty fun.. Good story I had 9 hour's of fun and entertaining I will give it a

7,5/10

no voice is maybe the only bad thing in the game and the decisions you take does't fell like they are important
. A overlooked Football-Them-Up
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